Saab 93 hatchback

The Saab is a compact executive car that was originally developed and manufactured by the
Swedish automaker Saab. The first generation is based on the GM platform changing to the GM
Epsilon platform with the introduction of the second-generation car The car was badged as 9 3
starting in the model year, when Saab revised the naming strategy of their small car to match
that of the larger 9 5. The model was advertised as , pronounced as "nine three". The Saab was
launched in for the model year essentially as a rebadged second-generation Saab â€” model ,
and succeeded by a redesigned for the model year. It is not to be confused with the Saab 93 ,
pronounced "ninety three", which was a car produced by Saab from to The first generation , an
updated Saab NG , was launched in for the model year. It is known to enthusiasts as the 'OG'
old generation and internally as body style Saab claimed that 1, changes were made between
the outgoing NG and the Changes included revised suspension , intended to improve the
handling characteristics of the car. It was available as a three or five-door hatchback , and as a
two-door convertible. It was the last small Saab to use the company's H engine. Other notable
changes included a stronger AC compressor, better ventilation system, and a switch to a
hydraulically operated convertible roof rather than an electric powered. For the U. A Saab
innovation is the ' Night Panel ', carried over from the Saab , which permits dousing of the
instrument panel lighting, except for essential information, for less distraction when night
driving. A total of , first generation s were built. As with the preceding generation, convertibles
were built by Valmet in Uusikaupunki, Finland. Valmet was also the only plant assembling the
Viggen, in all three bodystyles. Altogether, Valmet built Hatchbacks of all models. Between and ,
Saab offered a limited edition and higher-performance version of the Only 4, Viggen
specification cars were produced. The Viggen is powered by Saab's 2. The cars are equipped
with a higher capacity intercooler, performance-tuned ECU, flow-through muffler and tip, stiffer
gearbox casing and stronger output shaft, a heavy-duty clutch and pressure plate, stiffened and
lowered springs with revised spring rates, firmer dampers, and stronger CV joints and
driveshafts. The Viggen is only available with a five-speed manual transmission which features
an electronic torque-sensing function to prevent damage to the gearbox. In , the Viggen was the
first to use Saab's Trionic 7 engine management system. The exterior of the Viggen features a
larger rear wing that also located the radio antenna to the rear of the roof, aerodynamically
designed bumpers and side skirts, model-specific inch alloy wheels, and upgraded brakes. The
interior offers special bolstered and coloured leather seats and door cards in four colours:
black with black inserts 'Charcoal' , black with blue inserts 'Deep Blue' , black with orange
inserts 'Flame Ochre' and tan with tan inserts. Other interior features include a CD player with
four or six-speaker, amplifier and CD-changer options, power moonroof, and what were initially
Viggen-specific motorised and heated leather seats with the Viggen delta logo embossed in the
backrest. The Viggen seats later became available in the Aero model U. Some colourways
feature carbon-fibre interior trim, offered between and the middle of the model year. Cars built
afterward came with a less expensive printed grey pattern for the dash and standard trim.
Buyers of new Viggen models in the U. A total of 4, Viggens were manufactured by Valmet
Automotive in Finland until production ended in June ; of which units were produced for the UK
market. For , 3-door Viggens were imported into the U. Some journalists have criticised the
Viggen, in particular for untamed torque steer in low gears, with Britain's Evo Magazine naming
the car as one of its 10 worst cars ever tested. All the petrol engines offered in the first
generation were versions of the Saab H engine. The non-turbo models use a distributor, and
leads to each spark plug, while the turbocharged engines utilise Saab's Trionic engine
management system with a Direct Ignition Module or cassette mounted at the top of the engine,
directly connecting to the spark plugs. The latter two technologies were migrated into other GM
products during the ten years that GM controlled Saab. All of the engines, other than the
normally aspirated version and the low-pressure turbo, had high specific power outputs. The
BR generated The new remained an exclusively front-wheel drive powertrain at launch. The
most significant aesthetic change from the previous generation cars was the elimination of the
hatchback design. The second-generation was available as a four-door saloon, an estate
introduced in late as a model, known as the SportWagon, SportCombi or Sport-Hatch dependent
on the market , and a two-door convertible introduced in There are three different versions of
the turbocharged inline-four, with the amount of turbo boost determining the power output: 1.
The engines were mated with a 5-speed manual transmission or a 5-speed 'Sentronic' which is a
traditional automatic , not to be confused with SAAB's earlier 'Sensonic' which was a clutchless
manual transmission that retained a conventional H-pattern shifter, but the clutch system was
hydraulically actuated. In models, the standard manual transmission was a 5-speed gearbox
with the 6-speed optional. The 6-speed manual was standard on US 2. There were four trim
levels: the entry-level Linear, mid-range Vector and Arc with emphasis on sporty appeal and
luxury , and a top-of-the-range Aero model. However, in the US, the Linear was exclusively

available with the 2. No diesel models were ever sold in the US, neither were the 1. On 22
February , the final 47 Saabs were built. Note: Diesel, biopower, and certain petrol engines were
not available in North America. Starting from late , diesel engines are Fiat-sourced common-rail
units. The Vector trim level was replaced with the Aero in the United States. The Arc trim level
received the five-speed manual in place of the six-speed. In the UK, the Aero 2. The 2. The 1. The
8V version was available exclusively with a 6-speed manual, while the 16V was also available
with a 6-speed automatic. The 16V was equipped with a diesel particulate filter as standard,
while it was optional on the 8V for the MY. Like the 2. US versions were sold with inch wheels
standard inch for the Aero , unlike the inch wheels which were previously found in the Linear
version. In the United States, but not in most countries, was the last year of the Linear and Arc
versions. In addition, the 6-speed manual was dropped and both the Arc and Aero received the
5-speed manual. A new 2. The Aero was exclusively available with the V6 in the US, replacing
the 2. In other markets, the Aero was available with both the four-cylinder 2. The Arc
designation also disappeared, replaced by a trim level simply known as 2. A special "20 Years
Edition Aero Convertible" for the American market was unveiled at the Los Angeles Auto Show
in January to celebrate 20 years since the introduction of the Saab convertible. All 20 Years
Edition Aero Convertibles were offered in metallic electric blue. The dashboard was revamped
for , with the Saab Information Display moved from its high mounted position to the main
instrument binnacle. The button-heavy climate control system disappeared, replaced by the
Saab climate control system, OnStar was re-introduced and required when Nav was ordered in
North America, and the corporate GM head unit debuted, which allowed for satellite radio and
MP3 CD capability. The suspension went from harsh to firm, and the cabin was quietened. Steel
Gray was also replaced with Titan Gray as an exterior color choice. For the model year, the was
also available with Biopower versions of the 1. In the U. The manual transmission in the 2. A
60th Anniversary Edition was also offered for the sedan, wagon, and convertible body styles for
to celebrate 60 years of SAAB. The package was available on 2. Sedan and convertible models
also received trunk-lid spoilers. Saab claimed over changes were made to the model year cars.
Black replaced charcoal gray as an interior color choice. Snow Silver became a new exterior
color. A new twin-turbo diesel engine with PS, dubbed 1. The TTiD engine was also available in
Aero trim. All Turbo X models were offered in metallic jet black with matte grey trim. It is
powered by a 2. It has larger brakes as well as stiffer springs and shocks. The dash, shift lever,
and door panels have a carbon fiber look and the turbo boost gauge draws its inspiration from
the Saab The series expands the trim levels while dropping the limited-edition Turbo X [26]
saloon and estate from the lineup. The convertible range lacked the all-wheel-drive option. The
Saab was mostly unchanged from the model, although the Aero trim level came standard with
the XWD system, eLSD, and horsepower power increase, all formerly reserved for the
discontinued Turbo X. Only the 2. For , the Saab Aero's turbocharged V6 was eliminated. All
models used the 2. A limited-edition of 96 Aero Carlsson was released. The ePower concept car
is based on the SportWagon, has a The production version was slated to be unveiled at the
Frankfurt Motor Show and market launch for After the test, sales are scheduled to begin in
Sweden in For the model year, the single-turbo TiD diesel engines were replaced by twin-turbo
diesel engines TTiD , which increased the power output of the 8V version from to PS, and the
16V from to , respectively. The received some revisions in for the model year. Other changes
included rear badging in line with all new Saab saloon, 'ice block' style headlights, New bumper
design, titanium metallic-effect trim around the instrument panel, gearshift, doors, and glove
box. The Aero included graphite fiber effect. Contrast stitching on leather upholstery. In most
markets, car was badged 'Griffin'. An "Independence Edition" convertible was released with a
total of units to commemorate the first anniversary of the sale to Spyker Cars. The Griffin is
replaced with a badge displaying the Saab logotype , as well as new seats. The first cars were to
deliver in Spring as a "Limited Edition" model. Only two colors were available, black and Silver.
The no longer meets the latest Euro NCAP tests regarding pedestrian safety; therefore, only 1,
cars of each body model could be sold in Europe, as a low-volume manufacturer. The only other
market was China. An electric version was to be launched in spring in the Chinese market. Saab
automobile production ended as of May because Qingbo Investment, one of NEVS
shareholders, was not able to reach a financing agreement. Production of the electric in China
was started in The design language was supervised by Simon Padian, and the design team
managed to produce a clay model and several computer models before General Motors
announced it had put the Saab brand "under review" in December After an intended sale of
Saab to Swedish supercar manufacturer Koenigsegg ultimately failed in , General Motors
reached an agreement with Dutch manufacturer Spyker N. The sale of Saab to Spyker was
completed in late February and work on a replacement for the was restarted virtually
immediately. The new management of Saab, headed by CEO Victor Muller , felt, however, that a

new design language was needed to distance a newly independent Saab from General Motors.
Muller hired Jason Castriota in June to work on a scalable car platform that would serve as the
basis for future Saabs, beginning with the replacement for the By that time, Saab had run into
serious cash flow problems, but work on the PhoeniX platform and the replacement continued
to the point that bankruptcy papers were filed in late The replacement of the , which had been
renamed by that time, [54] was to have 1. The car was to have a hybrid drivetrain and was to be
released in both a premium Aero and an economy Vector variant. When Saab finally filed for
bankruptcy in December , Castriota and his team had finished most work on the car's body and
its engineering, with the interior remaining the last hurdle before completing the car, which was
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Wikimedia Commons has media related to Saab Small family car. Executive car. Though an
offbeat alternative to the staid German sedans that dominate the category, a wait for the
redesigned will likely be worth it. The has soldiered on as Saab's entry-level sedan for years
now, and with a major redesign in the works for the '03 model, the gets only minor changes for
The base two- and four-door hatchbacks have been dropped in favor of a single value-priced
four-door SE hatchback. The horsepower turbocharged four-cylinder remains along with the
standard five-speed manual transmission; a four-speed automatic is optional. New inch wheels
and an exterior body kit spruce up the outside, while a power driver's seat, sunroof and a
wood-grained instrument panel liven up the interior. In commemoration of Saab's 25 years of
turbo engine technology, SEs also get special leather and cloth seats embossed with "Turbo"
lettering and leather door panels. The two-door SE convertible remains in the lineup for It gets
all the same upgrades as the SE five-door, in addition to an optional Sport package that
includes inch wheels, rear spoiler and a sport steering wheel. The high-performance Viggen
models return, as well, boasting horsepower and lb-ft of torque from their 2. Available as a twoor four-door hatchback, or two-door convertible, the Viggen not only serves up high
performance, it gives you the tools to appreciate it by including a free trip to Saab's exclusive
Viggen Flight Academy high-performance driving school. All models feature Saab's patented
pendulum-design B-pillar, which deflects side impacts away from head and chest areas; the
world's first head-restraint system to reduce the risk of whiplash-type injuries; and
seat-mounted two-stage inflating head-and-chest side airbags. The Saab is a fun-to-drive,
equipment-laden near-luxury car. While it is a good car in its own right, the problem is that there
are plenty of better cars in the 's price class. If you're looking for something different from a
run-of-the-mill Euro sedan, the 's added dose of personality might work for you. However, if you
want the best entry-level luxury sedan for , you'll need to look elsewhere. Doing so could save
you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership
sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to buy and
where to buy them. Simply research the type of used car you're interested in and then select a
prew-owned vehicle from our massive database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once
you have identified a used or CPO vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab

Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that
car buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Saab
lease specials Check out Saab lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account.
For Sale Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Controls not always intuitive,
torque steer in Viggen models. Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find
savings on the for sale near you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know
when prices drop near Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. The base three- and
five-door models have been replaced by a value-priced SE five-door. High-performance Viggen
models get a new interior color and a carbon-fiber instrument panel. Read more. Write a review
See all 99 reviews. The best used car you can get for your money. I started with saab 10 years
ago, bought the model but has tons of issue. Sold it cheap and I ended up with the model se at
80K miles. Nowthe car has K and had no problems at all. It's all been fun with this car So my
conclusion to new buyer out there, research the history of the car, if the car has always used
synthetic oil and been taken care of well, chances are you'll have a good reliable car You'll reap
what you sow. Read less. My wife called it a hunchback, so it is my Steel Gray Hunchback. Was
looking around for another car actually, and test drove it, didn't feel right, and the one I wanted
was sold. But I saw this one, and it had tint and a built in alarm. I was looking for utility, such as
a hatchback to lug things around. I also required better gas mileage since gas prices were sky
rocketing. Also, power with torque to go up hills and turns. Alas, I test drove this Saab SE: has
leather seats, and more power than normal. It is a 4cylinder turbo auto, more economical than a
6cyl, with just as much power because of the turbo. Driving it ever since and my wife and I love
it. Today I hit , on my Saab. Dislike: rear passenger room, cupholders, pedal placement too
close together for my clodhoppers. Also dislike having to move the front seats up to fold the
rear seats flat. My car has only 54, miles and the engine is shot. It fell victim to the "Saab oil
sludge problem" that so many other 's and 's from this era have succumbed to Google "Saab oil
sludge" and read all about it. Long story short, Saab admitted the oil sludge accumulation is
due to an engine defect, NOT consumer negligence, and they "extended coverage" on ''03 's
and 's. What they don't tell you is that you're not eligible for coverage unless you can produce
oil change receipts for the entire life of the car. So for those, like myself, who bought their car
used, you're essentially fresh out of luck. See all 99 reviews of the Used Saab Hatchback. Write
a review. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also
viewed 1 average Rating out of 1 reviews. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Saab has
faced some tough times. An inconsiderate parent company, General Motors, tried to make Saab
fit into GM's large corporate game plan, which has been a longstanding sore spot with Saab
defenders. They claim that the giant multi-national does not understand the Saab audience and
the special appeal of these cars. Lately, and more importantly, Saab has been faced with the
difficulties associated with having only a two-car lineup. The Saab , a beautiful and comfortable
car, was a hit upon introduction in , but sales slowed because of increased competition from
BMW, Mercedes and Lexus, in addition to nagging customer concerns about the 's build quality.
Despite some obvious difficulties and shortcomings, we still like Saab. The was replaced this
year with the , an updated by any other name. The base comes in three-door Coupe, five-door
Hatchback and Convertible models. All come equipped with a powerful horsepower
four-cylinder engine. This turbocharged 2. The phenomenon of torque-steer where some
powerful front-drivers can literally pull the steering wheel right out of your hands on hard
acceleration from a standing start has always been a problem for the But Saab claims to have
settled the swerving down a bit in this year's by improving the front suspension geometry. New
for '99 is a high-output version of the turbo four that spins out horses that's an incredible
horsepower per liter of displacement but available only for SE models equipped with a manual
transmission. Perhaps even more incredible is that this motor makes its foot-pounds of torque
at an amazingly low 2, rpm, and then maintains peak torque all the way up to 4, rpm. Talk about
a wide, fat, usable power band across the rev range! All models feature Saab's patented
pendulum-design B-pillar which deflects side impacts away from head and chest areas; the
world's first head restraint system to reduce the risk of whiplash-type injuries; and
seat-mounted, two-stage inflating head and chest side airbags. The Saab is a comfortable,
equipment-laden near-luxury car that competes against entries from Volvo, BMW and Mercedes.
While the is a good car, there are plenty of good cars in the 's price class. If your tastes run a bit
on the eccentric side, however, this car's personality and quirkiness may be a better choice for
you than a BMW is or Mercedes C You'll certainly stand out more in the crowd. I was beside
myself with bewilderment as I heard my editor-in-chief, Christian Wardlaw, rattle off a list of

complaints about Saab's revised and renamed entry-level car, the Despite changing about 1,
parts that were designed to make the handle and look better, Wardlaw still had lots to gripe
about. After just one day behind the wheel he called me up to complain about the car's horrible
seating position, peaky drivetrain and loose suspension. I almost asked him to make sure that
he was driving the same car that I had driven and loved the previous day. Bad driving position?
Difficult engine? I just couldn't understand what he was talking about. Was he insane for not
recognizing this car's outstanding versatility and performance, or was I insane for not seeing
this Saab's shortcomings? Disagreements like this are not uncommon when people discuss
Saabs. Some people love 'em; some people hate 'em. Rarely, however, is someone left
nonplused after a drive in one of these Nordic contraptions. There is a reason for this; Saab
likes to do things differently than most other manufacturers. These differences result in a
Saab-ness that can be a delight for those who appreciate a fresh approach to old problems. It
can also infuriate those who like straightforward design. Take the simple placement of the
ignition. That should be obvious, right? Not in a Saab. Saab places the 's ignition as well as the
new 's on the center console between the driver and passenger seats. Because ignitions
mounted on the steering column or the dashboard are often difficult for drivers to see. Ignitions
mounted on the center console, on the other hand, offer drivers a clear line of sight to where
they should slot their key. An added benefit of this seemingly odd placement is that it keeps the
ignition from being worn out prematurely by a heavy key chain. Ignitions are one thing, engines
are another. Here Saab deviates from the norm even more than usual; it is the only
manufacturer in the world that offers an all-turbo lineup of cars. Both trim levels of the come
with a horsepower transverse-mounted 2. This design is supposed to reduce vehicle emissions
and improve the car's acceleration. Saab calls this system Ecopower. The Ecopower engine is
supposed to give the the benefits of a four-cylinder engine, light weight and fuel efficiency,
while delivering power comparable to the six-pot engines found under the hoods of the BMW i
and the Mercedes-Benz C Two of our editors were quite happy with this unusual powerplant. I,
for one, took a great deal of pleasure in finding the sweet spot in the rev band and launching the
away from a stop sign in a turbo-shrieking rush. I also found that quick use of the manual
shifter could induce serious passing power on two-lane highways and crowded interstates. Not
all is well in turbo-land, however, as evidenced by staff members who complained about having
to rev the into oblivion for fear of stalling in a busy intersection. One of our staffers ended up
driving this way all day because he was certain that the jumpy engine wouldn't get him up to
speed quickly enough when trying to merge with fast-moving traffic. This Saab's suspension
and steering system also received mixed reviews from Edmund's staff. Although the 's
independent front and semi-independent rear suspension does a good job of keeping the car
planted to the road on twisty surfaces, it doesn't soak up bumps and potholes as well as
competitors from BMW and Mercedes. The system also allows the to lean quite a bit in corners,
and although this doesn't adversely affect the car's performance, it can leave passengers
feeling queasy. The steering suffers from a similar problem. The steering unit has good
on-center feel, allowing drivers to place the well on the road, but it has a serious kickback
problem when traveling along pockmarked streets and weather-beaten avenues. Despite the
controversy over the car's performance, it was the interior that garnered the most praise and
scorn from our various test drivers. Wardlaw was the biggest critic of the interior, complaining
that the seat was aimed toward the left while the steering wheel was pointed to the right. A dead
pedal that didn't rest at the same position as the gas, brake and clutch pedals further enforced
Wardlaw's feeling that he had been twisted into his seat with a corkscrew. Our other editors
were quite happy with the Saab's interior, however, citing a huge cargo space, comfortable
chairs, clear views through the upright windshield and side window glass, and logical control.
High quality interior materials lent the 's cabin a classy touch, but the lack of a power seat even
with the optional leather interior was a bit of a mystery. With half of our staff wondering if they
could swing a lease deal on a , while the other half was hoping that they never had to drive one
again, we don't know whether to recommend this car or steer you elsewhere. Saab has made a
reputation of selling different types of cars to different types of people. If you want a car that
stands out in a crowd, has the utility of a hatchback, and impresses the neighbors, the is for
you. If you want to fit in, buy something else. Christian J. Wardlaw says: The is certainly a
right-field selection in a crowded near-luxury marketplace. You've got your aircraft-inspired
cockpit control layout and windscreen, your turbocharged four-cylinder powerplant, your
ignition slot in the center console, your gaping and commodious four-door hatchback body
configuration, your Swedish ancestry. All that stuff is actually pretty cool. But when you get in
and drive the , compromises are required to express your individuality. Dump the clutch at less
than 3, rpm, and Geo Metros will dust you for the first yards until the turbo spools up and kicks
in, pushing you back into your seat. Not only can modulating the power of the be frustrating,

but also it can be downright scary turning left across traffic. And if you're not careful, wheelspin
is quite simple to induce, making you look like a fool to fellow commuters and bait to traffic
officers. While the turbo can be a thrill the few times you're able to launch it correctly, the ride
never is unless you're traversing smooth pavement. The Saab crashes over bumps and holes in
the road like a Conestoga wagon. And while body roll doesn't bother me much because the
grips quite well in turns, others may find themselves suffering seasickness during canyon runs.
Dealers ought to include a barf bag in the glovebox. Additionally, the driver's seating position is
all wrong. The seat aligns the body slightly to the left, so you're pointed toward the front left
corner of the car. The steering column aligns the driver's arms toward the center of the Saab.
The result is serious body misalignment and the feeling is disconcerting until you're used to it.
Add the obnoxiously close dead pedal to the mix, and comfort fades quickly. The question to
ask yourself when considering a Saab isn't whether or not you prefer to fit in. Rather, the matter
at hand is everyday driveability. The requires concentration to drive well and an appreciation for
the odd. These are qualities I look for in a sports car, not a fancy family hauler that spends a
good portion of its time in urban traffic. At our test vehicle's as-tested price point, I'll take a
basic Audi A4 Avant, please. Doing so could save you hundreds or thousands of dollars.
Edmunds also provides consumer-driven dealership sales and service reviews to help you
make informed decisions about what cars to buy and where to buy them. Simply research the
type of used car you're interested in and then select a prew-owned vehicle from our massive
database to find cheap used cars for sale near you. Once you have identified a used or CPO
vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle history reports, read dealer reviews,
and find out what other owners paid for the Used Saab Hatchback. Is it better to lease or buy a
car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car buying is the way to go. And from a
financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to make higher monthly payments, pay off
the loan in full and keep the car for a few years. Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less
expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also good if you're someone who likes to drive
a new car every three years or so. Check out Saab lease specials Check out Saab lease
specials. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. For Sale Review Features Save. View
Photos. Appraise this car. Controls not always intuitive, offbeat image, spotty build quality.
Other years. List Price Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Find savings on the for sale near
you. See Pricing. Sign up for price drop alerts. Be the first to know when prices drop near
Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Saab changed the car's name to the , giving it a
mild exterior freshening to boot. Around midyear, a high-output version of its 2. All SEs also get
new five-spoke inch alloy wheels. All five-speed manual s get revised gearbox ratios and a
numerically higher 4. A revised interior headliner provides more padding for increased
protection in the event of a crash. And five-door SE variants add an integrated driver-seat
armrest and a centrally located cupholder that swings out from the instrument panel. Read
more. Write a review See all 92 reviews. I bought my Saab in Sept 99 and have never regretted it.
Sven the Saab has never left me high and dry unless the fuel pump or battery died. Super comfy
for all riders and far better MPG than listed on the sticker. Easily averaged over 30 mpg on the
hwy. Bought new; now 11 years old. Car requires capable mechanic - not most reliable on the
road after 50K. I'm at 88K miles today. I've installed many handling fixes base version I thought
was poor and it's great fun now. An enigmatic car, right for me. Read less. I'll Really Miss this
Car. Purchased new and drove it for 10 years and , miles. I expect it had another , miles in it. It
ended service prematurely after it was rear ended. The vehicle did its job and all occupants
walked away with no or very minor injuries. Thanks engineers and assemblers! I'll really miss
this car. It did so many things well-a good blend of design, performance, build quality, economy
and utility. And it was FUN to drive everyday. Others correctly point out proper routine
maintenance is required. It's not necessarily expensive. Like all vehicles Saabs have quirks and
some common part failures. To me they were either endearing or minor annoyances. I'm looking
for another one. I have the 4 door standard transmission version. It is a very powerful car for the
price I paid and climate control works great. There are a few interior problems though. The
pixels on the head unit have virtually faded away so you cant make out the time and radio
stations. Not a big deal though. One other problem is that the driver side door lock made a
terrible noise when it locks and sometimes wont even lock when it is cold out. The alarm
system works great after learning first hand. Overall no major engine or other mechanical
problems. See all 92 reviews of the Used Saab Hatchback. Write a review. IIHS Rating. Side
Impact Test. See full safety scores. People who viewed this also viewed 1 average Rating out of
1 reviews. Second Opinion Christian J. Sponsored cars related to the Sign Up. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. It was a great experience with Joseph
there was no run around and no difficulties. I would recommend thumbs up and Joseph to
everybody. Paperwork was done promptly and I also got a great deal. Great experience here at

Kelly Motors. They helped us go through the process quickly and were informative about it.
Enjoying the car! Good sale person and very knowledgeable and willing to help client and not
just try and sell you a car and will walk you threw the whole process good guy over all. Our
experience with IM Autohaus was excellent. I wish I had found a good car fit through this small
business. David was genuinely informative, helpful and transparent. I felt I could ask
straightforward questions and receive honest answers. The dealer was very responsive and
facilitated additional information and photos so I can make an intelligent decision. Dealer was
quick to reach out and schedule appointment. I drove 73 miles one way to waste my time.
Salesman Joe was incredible, although finance guy was incredibly rude and refused to take
note to pre-approval from current financing company along with current trade in onsite. Will
NOT do business with Sharpest rides despite them calling back months later and now offering
deal. Joe was very responsive and unfortunately I need to make my way to PA if the car still
available. Drove from Philadelphia pa to purchase vehicle was told he didn't except debt cards
yet I saw another customer use his for a purchase.. I was to be charged an internet fee along
with from what I was told the highest in taxes to be paid range.. He didn't want to sell me the
vehicle he wanted to rip me off.. I love the car and the service was exceptional. We kept in
contact through phone, email and text; he made this process seamless! Thank you Pedro, who
dropped off the car, was so kind with a greeting. Great job guys. Kelly was straightforward
about this wonderful vehicle. She was quick to respond and made our transaction simple and
smooth. The staff was friendly and knowledgeable about the vehicle. I highly recommend
Shamrock Motors. They were able to help me with almost everything I needed, got me a good
deal, and explained and fixed some problems I had with it for no extra cost. Great service and
quality vehicles! Highly recommend Virginia Cars for your next used vehicle. Very nice helpful
easy to talk to very much informed about the car that was interested in. Hope she gets a
percentage of the deal she most definitely deserves it. Brian Brisco is the man here. He does a
lot of follow up. Had several back and forth emails with him as I did not have a phone at the
time. For me, the problem is, he's selling the trucks I like so freakin fast, I don't have a chance to
get to him soon enough as I am out of state. I'm still looking, so maybe in the near future I'll get
there. Overall good contacts. Joe, was very helpful. Had the car ready when I arrived, test drove
it and explained some of the repairs that Amazing Motor Car would take car of. The head liner in
the car was warn and coming down. They fixed it before I picked the car up. They were great.
Bait and switch. Asked why the vehicle was priced so cheap. What was wrong with it. Said it
wasn't on his lot, it was at a sister store. Then in the next minute, he said it was sold. Tried to
sell me a much higher priced vehicle. Also called the next day about another vehicle. I was at
work so i said to call me after 5. Never did call. Not impressed at all. Never again. Dealt with Ben
and he gave me all the details and was very honest. We received a great interest rate smooth
sale! Will stay in touch if I need another car or truck! When the dealership did contact me, they
didnt address any of the questions I had in regard to the vehicle I was inquiring about. I had at
least 3 vehicle specific questions, in regard to 3 different recall notices on this Subaru impreza,
and wanted to know why the vehicle had not had any of these recalls addressed and corrected
yet, and instead of emailing me back to answer these questions, the dealership just sent me a
basic, minimal response, completely disregarding my questions. David was great to work with
and not pushy at all. Enjoyable purchase experience which is rare in the car buying experience.
The salesman was very informed about the history of this truck, however I chose to buy in a
different state due to Colorado's restrictions during the pandemic. The Saab is the direct
descendant of the legendary Saab Their changing of the guard occurred in , as the debuted as a
The major differences in the were behind the scenes, rather than on the surface; much in the
way of technical improvement marked this new model. But the big departure cane in , when the
became a four-door sedan, a notable change from the typical Saab hatchback. It has also been
available as a convertible since Each is considered a sporty luxury sedan, with slightly varying
emphasis on handling, safety, performance, and plushness. Every Saab features a
turbocharged engine, whether it's 4- or 6-cylinder. The original theme of the manufacturer lives
on, with the driver's "cockpit" reminiscent of that of a jet aircraft. As always in Saab tradition,
the ignition is located not to the right of the steering wheel, but down at the base of the center
console. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles available nationwide on
CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history for each one. After all,
over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars and new cars in their
area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and securely on
CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and filter by price,
mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and deal ratings. And
if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or available
financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi 50 mi 75

mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find Manual Saab listings in your area Search Coronavirus update:
New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User. Request
Information. Image Not Available. Read more. Saab Reviews Review. For a 10 year old
1997 nissan pickup exhaust system
1996 chevy s10 fuse box diagram
2006 toyota corolla bumper
car it seems to be in very good condition. I owned a Saab convertible and loved it. When Saab
went under it was very disappointing. Volvo should have bought them for their excellent
technology! I love this car because it looks great and is powerful. It is especially great for those
who want to stand out from the crowd and not drive a run of the mill luxury vehicles like a
mercedes or bmw. The fit and finish of this Saab are excellent. Saab is an stealth entry into the 3
series competition at a very competitive price. All the features you expect to find in a luxury
performance sedan. Quick acceleration to 60 and quicker stops. The car handles well goes
where it is pointed without complaints. Really fun to drive. Why Use CarGurus? Saab dealers in
Atlanta GA. Saab dealers in Chicago IL. Saab dealers in Dallas TX. Saab dealers in Houston TX.
Saab dealers in Los Angeles CA. Saab dealers in Miami FL. Saab dealers in New York NY. Saab
dealers in Philadelphia PA. Saab dealers in Washington DC.

